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SUMHARY
The theory of ls\y"out of optimum two-dimensional frameworks is developed
using directly the idea of compatibility of strain in the virtual deformation
determined by Michell. Appropriate equilibrium equations are derived and
solved for the special case of an equiangular spiral layout used to form a
oantilever beam. It is conoluded that the mathematioal oomplexity whioh arises
in dealing with this relatively simple layout raises doubts as to the value of
seeking analytic solutions of the layout and equilibrium equations.
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1. Theory of La.yout
In his original paper*, 1-1ichell derived the equations governing the
layout lines of an optimum framework, containing both tension and compression
members, by using the two conditions that the bars mus t be orthogonal before
and after the virtual deformation, and this method of proof has been adopted
by all subsequent writers on the subject. The ba.rs must be orthogonal
before the deformation since they must lie along the principal directions
defined by the virtual strain tensor; and if the deformation is to be
compatible, the bars necessarily remain orthogonal.
In this presentation the condition of compatibility of strain is used
directly to derive the equations governing the layout lines. In this way,
it is possible to eliminate the physical idea of strain .. The conditions to
'be satisfied may be stated as:-
1. 'I'he bars must lie along the principa.l directions defined by a
second order tensor
2. A ..
�J
must form the sywnetric part of where B.
�
is a first
order tensor (vector) whose components are continuous, and must be such that
when referred to principal axes,
A ..
lJ
B ..
�,J
k [1 01 k _ constant.o -IJ' -
(attention is confined to plane systems)
'rhese conditions are very contrived, and their relation to the virtual
\
\
strain conQitions is obvious
\
disPlacemeJ� vector:
- - - - ,- - \- -
\
* Reference (4)
(A ..
lJ
e ..
lJ
strain tensor: B. = u. =
J. J.
k = = magni tude of strain: condition 2 is merely
the compatibility of strain condition. There is little to be gained in
developing a mathematical argument leading to Michell's, Theorem which is
divorced from the physical. context of compatibility of strain Cal though the
Appendix shows that some sihort outs in the derivation of the equations of the
layout lines m� be taken) and therefore in what follows the idea of virtual
strain is retained.
2. DeJ;'1vation of':Elg'lJ,ations of L§,Y:9U:� J,ine_s
Further mathematical development is best achieved by means of the tensor
calculus (reference 1). The ,notation and terminology are standard. The
layout lines are used as a. system of orthogonal curvilinear ooordinate�l
the fundamental tensor. ga.�' which is necessarilY' diagonal for an
orthogonal system, is given by:
- 2
de iii
Let ga.j3 = [A",2 0 ]e B2
The subscript or superscript 1 or a. will denote the a.-direction and"
the subscript or superscript 2 or � will denote the �-direction.
The 'oonjugate of the tensor ga.� is
o
o
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Christoffel Symbols of the First Kind
[11, � =
=
=
=
oA
A
013
=
oA
A
013
=
= B
oB
00.
=
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.
Christoffel S�mbols of the Second Kind
L:� il [12, � i2 [12, � 1 oA+ A o�
� l) 11 [21, 1] 12 [21, 2J 1 'OAg + g A o�(21 )
t
2 { 21 [ll, 1J 22 [11, 2] A oAg + g B2 '01311)
[1: J 11 [11, 1J 12 p.l, 2] 1 oAea g + g A 00.
[ 2: � 21 [22, 1] 22 [22, 2J 1 dBg + g = B 013
[ 2) 21 [21, IJ 22 [21, 2J 1 oBg + g B 00.21)
} 21 21 [12, 1] i2 [12, 2] 1 oB(12 ) g
+
B 00.
( 1 � ll[ IJ i2 [22, 2]
B oB
g 22, + _-
(22) A2 00.
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strain Tensor
Strain Tensor
Let (U, v) = displacement vector.
e
aa
=
au
aa
U -
eu 1 01\ A aA
----u+- -v
oa A oa B2 o�
av B oB 1 oB
o�
+ -2 Oa U
-
B a�
v
A
1 (aU aV)2 o� + oa _ If{ 1{ U _ { 2� v _2 (12) t 12)
L (au ov) 1 oA 1 aB= 2 o� + oa - A 013 U - B oa v
Ph,ysica1 Components of Strain
The components of a tensor, "hen transformed from a cartesian system to
another reference system may lose their physical significance and dimensionality.
,
To obtain the physical components of the strain tensor it is necessary to
transform the quantities are the unit contravariant
- 6
vectors in the 0.- and �-directions respective�, i.e.
o
a.
mf3
o �
ta. 1 _g_= , ,
Jgll ;;22
Therefore, denoting the physical strains by ea.�:
1 au U oA V oA
= -----+--
A2 oa. A3 oa. AB2 of3
The physical displacement vector Cut, VI) is given by
u'
u u
...
A
V. III ... .!.
B
..
u:
Therefore finally:
u' oA v' oA
---+--
A2 � AB o�
lou' VI oA
...
A 00..
+
AB. o�
- 1 -
1 0 (v'B) v' oB
u' oB
e�p n2 cW
-
B2 o�
+
AD Oa.
1 ov' u' oB
'"
B � + AD aa
1 - 0 ( 0 () u' oA v' oB- (-- uIA)+ - vlB ) -- ---2AD d� 00.
-
AB o� AD Oa.
.�;l!npEJ,tibili t,y of Strain
The equatiohs of compatibility of strain in tensor form are
+ ek1,ij
-
eik,jl
-
ej1,ik
= 0
In a two dimensional' system only one independent equation is formeda
To form the derivatives eij,k1 it is first necessary to form the first order
derivatives of the type e .. k"J.J ,
In general: ,-
eo.� "Y =
oea.@ [�� eo� f�:J eO. 0�xy
oe
- fl:� [l:� - t l:� - [l:�• ,- qp.• • e11,2 = o� e ea.!3 e eaj3a.a. a.a.
, de
2 . aA 2 dBao.
'"
........_ - ..,.. - e - -e
d� A d� a.a. B do. a.�
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ell) I
: .: o� :2 t II/ � e�� 2 [Z leiS'"00<. J J )
oE'''C'< - 2. -0 A eQ('o( t � oA eo<f:: -00<. A?P<. B' '0,8"
€�I 1- � e 12 2.
� ?Jf2o<p C� t�5 C� C?- � _ C!c;{ - Q.,( - e) 1 21 . 22) (1 12) Y1 12 ) fl{J'0(3
?Je1} + _j}_ q_J}_ et'(� __!_ oB € (.l. oA
1 (8)'. - . t B ¥ e"'{J()(2 (it 00( 13 � f-IfS A 0(1
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But f.¥
= 0
)
Qo'.jS :: 0. )
. , ell,21. z 01...-
"Of
2
-. (B2 �
.
�)( '? 'Li)v� ". �B:r;i -+
+ �.U(2�(-JoA _Ii 1. OcA ocJ....
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:: 'd �hl.> I
_ (.3:.. � t 1. qfl_ )(�C"t1 .. .3.. � ()13p � 2 � e )7J0{ B?Jo( f} '00<. »« B 0:< I f) 0f1 o?p
- .3. oA (o� _ ..L -w et>(D( t i3.. ()_@ '< - (...!.. Q§ + .J.. )(-l)e. )A?)(-? -00( A -cy.1 ll"t cp ,fJ(:l
,
IS � f) ()o< «f3
-I Ii o� (� t 1. )5 -0 e e � z 7J B E?f?(1)g� Drs �p (j2 � 11 g ¥ r:
� 01.. (2 81) ;. � (2 � € 13 l)?b( '"2. 00<. B �
-
...
- 2 O_fl C.. (-)� 0..8 .. (-}€�)(-) u(l' ¥ of
+ cl. oA (- 2z B og 4 2�B oll)ISc. 0[3 'tp '0(2
z:
- �� (&B') + ;_\ (£(3') + iff (�r
,
\
\
\
- 11 -
=
- � '2. � e 12 I -
t l"Z)
J
::: 'De,ljl
- j_ £.§ (� _..3:. M e-oz - _; U J3 Q,c?(2)B � '0 cZ A 0(5 t: IS 'M
+ IS 0/3 (o�� _ 2:. M �o{ + ?.(-J 011 �a '"(t- � 00<.. A '00\ 132.'0(3 J..J)
-
-
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.
(QB)'-Of .
2f �r - 2f(��� -
l
.. + -WE (O�){�)
.
::: 2EA�q
VfS'Z B' ()(3_ 0(3
ihus
,
ell) 2'2 f e12 11 - .2 en 12-
::: 0
I )
-)
� 4� (�)'+ 4E�r - 4.E (�r d-q?&y
+ 4-£:(-)�, - 4�A (of-J)(oB) � o()�'7. B Of -Of·
.::) 7J ('oA) _ 0iF3 13 ro(1
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This is not the only condition. to he satisfied by the met rf.c ,
The Euolidean Plane is a Fl.at, Space and therefore the Riemann-Christoffel
Tensor must be zero, i.e.
1 [0 { 1�R - - .jnp - oxn jp ( l? + (1� f s� _ � 1) � s�] == [0]{jn5 tns) jp) (ps5 (jn)
In a two dimensional space, this gives sixteen equations, fourteen of
which are.identically satisfied and two of which reduce to the same condition�
Tw<e t = p = 1, n = j � 2. then
+ = o
= o
o (1 dA)::) 0(3 Bo(3
.
0 .(1 oB)+ do. A 00. = o
",
\
The �quations to be satisfied by the layout lines are thus
i
� (1 dB) 0ao. A 00. :::
\ (2.1)
d (l oA) 0- =d� B 0(3 "
I i
\
\
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These equations may be reconciled with the ones obtained by Michell
as follows.
Let * be the angle between a coordinate curve and some fixed
direction: * is positive when rotation from the fixed direction to the
positive direction of the curve is anti-clockwise. Then
= curvature of f3..,curves.
(s= arc distance)
, There is also the relation
f3
= �: (2.2) where tf3
I)
k
2
=
J g22
uni t tangent vector to
f3-curves,
5
k
1
= ---
, ..[i;_l
unit normal vector to f3-curves (see Fig.I),
I)
5s
denotes intrinsic derivative w.r.t. s., i.e.
5Ak dAk
+- tr:3 Ar dxjTs = ds ds
where Ak is a vec to.r ,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* The brackets ,are introduced to avoid confusion with the tensor subscript.
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. ,
-
,he second. Com pCinel1i l �
...L O�.n. + _J_ [2�- :t ,_ o� �n 2-2 )�lt
I
lSlA.t o�:/1. � 'O�H 2 ,"1 {< 3 -::L "t·)- = .. j 2-"l)= - 3 v :7)(3 �lt ?;f1
, t -
( Smce, -rJl. Yl1- �i� J . Ri [ � � )'O� :: .. 3 3 it-1'O:x.
-
..
'0"((1
= (-' [ . s � J 0)• 1 'Z> S' [51. f)1. '00( _ )
.:: 0((1) (
• � I 0)
b� 2·2
O{fl)
I � =) �(1) -L �= -. , flf3 � -- A '00(
v(1
SiJ'YI�101l �, u{(,,() - - .L eJ1
-
-
13 v(l()o<.
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Substituting in equations 2.1 gives:
o
which are the same as Nichell's equations.
3. General Equilibrium Equations
These may be developed by considering the tensor form of the equations
of equilibrium of stress i.e.
E ij.+ , .� o
where E.. is the stress tensor and Fj the body force vector, in this case
�J
the null vector.
oEij � .� E1j t
j 1 Eil
oxk
+ ll: + lk)
ir js Eg g rsAlso Eij
• Ell l...LE Ell• •
A2 A2 11 A4
E12 ..L _l_-E E12=
A2 B2 12 A2B2
E21 l:....l E E21= =
A�2B2 A2 21
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E22 ...L.1.. E E22
B2 B2 22
=
B4
nll
E
[lrll f l� E21• 2. (..1l:.)• • ..:!; '1 = + 11 A4 + 21 A2B200. A4
[lrll + f� E12+ A2B211 A4 ,21)
(3.1)
E21 o E21 eru ff21'2 0[' (-2-2) + 12 A4 + 22 A2B2A B
er2l f, If22+ 12 A2B2 + 22 B4
As with the strain tensor, the components of the stress tensor do not
necessarily have the dimensions of stress.
The physical components of stress are derived in an exactly similar
way to the physical components of strain. The stress associated with a plain
, i
whose unit normal is the vector 1 ,and with a direction specified by the
uni t vector mj is E .. Limj , and to obtain the coordinate stresses the
lJ
vectors Li and. mj become unit vectoTs along the coordinate curves ..
°
k
\Unit vector U\, a.-direction 1= r.
°2
1
\
Ur\it vector in ['-direction =
/ g22
•• 0
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In this particular system, there are no shear stresses:
•
• •
2
A 0- �
co,
From 3.1,
o
+ [l�� 022) B2
1
00- 20- oA
20-
oA ]. oRco, a.a, no,
- + -I- 0-
A2 00. A3 00. A3 00. A2B 00. 0.0.-)
E
11
) I
Ell
J I
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::::) = 0
1 oB ( )+
A2B 00.
cr
a.a.
- o:
13f3
.
'I'he second equilibrium equation is derived in a similar fashion
::.
f
fl �� i
(1"2 ) fflg't
+ L�3 ��
El.l.t
) 1 -I- 2 {< � � :0(2 �) B'l
::
..L1f1( )_A CJ{5 0;(/
- �o( - 0t (3.3)
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The equations 3.2 and 3.3 apply to a 2-D sys tem of constant thickness, with
varying stresses. In this application two thicknesses are defined, both
of which may vary, while the stresses remain constant.
*
correct equilibrium equations the quantities T� and T�
To obtain the
are substituted
for cr
��
and cr�� where :
T
c.
t(�) and t(�) being the thicknesses in the �- and �-directions
respectively. The equilibrium equations are obtained finally in the form :
00 (BT ) - oB T 0� � o� �
(3.4)
0 oA
T
013 (AT13) = 0o� �
The net force between the curves !3 and � + d!3 is BT d!3 and the net�
force between the curves o, and c, + do, is AT!3 dc ,
equations 3.4 that
It is evident from
..£. (BT( d�)oa.. 0( , I- 0, .J 0
*
These are aecono order tensor components, ,but the double subscript is
dropped for convcrri ence in wri tinge This also brings the notation into
t
line with that u'�ed b;y- Hemp (ref. 3).
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except for a cartesian sya tem, in which
oB
00.
oB
o�
oA
00.
= o.
This means that the force in a member is not in general constant along
its length, and yet the members intersect orthogonally� However, in a
framework the condition of orthogonality is never exactly satisfied (although
it mqy, in theory, be approximated as closely as desired by increasing the
number of members) and as a result the loads in members along one set of
curves vary according to the curvature of the orthogonally intersecting set
of curves and the loads in members along these curves.
4. The Solution of the Equilibrium Equations for Michell's Cantilever
Equiangular Spirals
For orthogonally intersecting 450 spirals; the equations in polar
coordinates are r
r
G
== o.e
(4.1)
-8
�e
(o.�)1/2, G 110g(Q.)2 a.
r
• • r
or 1 (�)1/2, or 1 (0.)1/200. = o�2 2 �
(4.2)
09 1 09 1
00.
<= -
20. o� 2�
- 22 -
efr = (�}�o( t (t) "r1 = f (q)\J« � � (%/, dtf 1
1- de:: q�fJ; [(�)cJo<. j �j)rAf] :: - {(;qtdo( � � Ef'lrJ.!
.', dts
'Z
:: i(il) do(
'Z
� i C?s) -r'
· A'2 - )-4- � 0{
. -� �
. 7)A :: _, (0( a) 2 () B _ .L (oll?)-
7-
'Of
:I,fi t ) 00<.
- 11i r
S(Absiitu.t�j ,·n e��01�D�S 3 ·4 :
=- 0
= 0
oTo( + _J_ (1:{ -I(J) :: 0-::::) ."OoZ 20<.. (4_'4)
�. + I C1(.s - l\i) 0- .:0(3 ¥
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Boundary Conditions
The force in the edge members must be constant and equal to FIr-;
•
• •
-= -T Bdj3
0.
But 1 dB
A 00.
•
• • on tension 8dge member, r
9
o.e
F
{2
1 dB
A (')0.
-T B
a.
T
F 1 (')B F F
-[2
= -
20.1/2131/2
= --
a. AB 00. 2r
Similarly on
-g
Tj3
F
r o.e ,
=
2r
There is also a symmetry condition that To.(o.,j3) = -Tj3(j3,o.) i.e. inter­
changing a. and j3 in the expression for either To. or Tj3 gives minus
the other.
Defini tion
T
a.
rT
a.
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Substituting in equations 4.4:
3 I
� ,i>':(f� Tol
l I
�.!. , �-! -"2._-'1. -/{ -'i- 0l. () To( ..to( /tJ 1.,( -t �o< ys l(l
::
eX. p 2.
()o( <
<
: )
-J. --i �
j. j. '- -.% -�= 0
Th � (1-/£ � -'(3 J-
-
1. -'17 :::oI.'"(S - + 2.(3 0(
<
f$ -�� .« /0{
'Of
»t: ,-=) : - T(3- ;(0('00<.
<-
-L To{roJp -,
¥'bf5
and the boundary conditions become:
0(.;:- «, J To( = - F2
Now change the independent variables as follows:
2S/ zit
0( � e J- f :: e
� __ _J_'£",
.10< 'Os )
•. :
�
I �I
:::
-
?J,a :If 'lft
:'
f
I
-5. Jo� � }
-
- fs :: T� :: -
z
,
i JOtj it I tp: Ft ::: 2
••• The problem becomes:
-
?JS'
$
ot'
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Finally, let
1 103 it -
I
S ': S ( So, i � 0)
t == :5: /03 Q- t./
and so:
'OTt>( - Tp �
:- - To<.
=
�S �{ g.·S)
To{(o}i) :: -..E. T(3 (s, (») ::- F'l.. 2
. or, writing T as T for simplicity:
a.
=
-.f_
2
This may be solved. by the use of integral transforms, and in particular the
Laplace Transform,. defined by:
J �
_pt
L [U (s} C) 't --:> P :; J l,{ (51 o e Jt
o
2 (�) - h)"'DS \�
Also t -) p ] Job ( - pt t;: 'Ou_ �J t) e' d
o
�t
- 26 -
, -pt JeD J� _pt
c
� r IA. (S, t) e. 0 - 0 IA. (s, t) (- p� )!,(t
-)
I
P L [ u (s) C).' t -::> PJ - Iy.(�) 0
(4-' 7)
. USI�j 4· band, 4' 7 :
-
�o1T) � 6t)T :. ::- -..os'Ot
"0 =r- " T :: ��)(S,O) :::. , p oS -
I
. i
?s [pT - T ($) 0)J
- F
-
2..
whe1e
. '0 (- -J?) :-- T fl.'Os
- 27 -
-
T LIj., p) =
_ f (P�
J Yp
- -e
2 P
. ��e 24-5
where I is the modified Bessel Function of order
v , defined by:
\)
Ii) (x)
.
. _-V J Co ,)=: L v L �J ::
and, in particular,
=
- 28 -
The following recurrence relations are easily established:
t
xl
v
(x) == \)1
\)
(x) +. \+1 (x) (a.ri)
t
xl
\)
(x) -\)1
\)
(x) + xIV_1 (x)
From equation 4.10
aT (s, t)
ds
1/2 1/2where x = 2s t
The first two terms in the bracket are IO(x), using equation 4.12 with
\) = 1. The second term is (t/s)1/2I1(x), using equation 4.11 with \) = 0,
•
• •
•
• • From equations 4.5
and
1· 1 1 1
s -.s· + 2:J.oga = - 21oga. + 2:J.oga = 2_loga/o.
t
I
- t'
1 1 1 ;loga/13= +'-loga - -log13 + -1oga =2 2 2
T 0.1/2 131/2 T T = 0.1/2 131/2 Ta. a. 13 13
Now
- 29 -
(4'13)
As f -) 0.. J IOf) � ..." 0 clYloL J.,"""
0
:BlAt lim CCXJ � tI, f (103 � . IOj � )1]
(3� lit JOj � ,
J,.
: [IWL (�) 2.I I (xl; !1�)
:x..�o
Lvhe1e
C(
3: Jo� :;{
�(= I�;
The results of the above analysis are plotted in figure 3.
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The dimensionless parameter
aT
a.
F
is plotted against angular position (�):
the origin coincides with the origin of the spiral system and the line g = 0
is the axis of symmetry of the beam as shown in figure 2. The steep lines are
lines of constant a. or 13, and the curves joining the intersections of the
first set are curves of constant radius. Of these latter curves, the
uppennost (labelled "root circle") denotes the circle for which go'
- in
figure 2, has the value 1C i.e. the edge members intersect on this circle.
The curves also give values of +aT@F when is replaced by -g.
'5. Distribution of Forces at Root of Cantilever
The boundary curve at the root is .,. = rO' and the direction cosines of
the normal, referred to a.,f3 coordinates are (-� f -�). Thus the applied
forces per unit length at the boundary are given by :
P T '0
1
P
1
-p
:
-(2
T
a. a. a. 2 a.
= �
Pf3 0 Tf3
1
Pf3
1
-./2
: -
f2 Tf3
•
. ., P
r
1 (T- 2" a. +
=
1
2 (T(1;
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rr =
'. L
I
SlYlce,i � (e) = � � (- e)
:
0( .::
) is =
futtiYl3 Go :: IOj ·�o [s� f�U1e z) �lV�S
eo .
t = - T-j [(!::&!) ).l;-I, (ceo - e)�(eOT e/iJ � Io feeo- eheoieJn�e
- 80
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The contribution to the torque from the tip load and the loads applied
to the edge members at the root is (see figure 2) F(a - rO).
for equilibrium of the applied forces, the following must hold:
Therefore,
+ =
The above result has been verified graphicallYf but the analytical evaluation
of the integral has not yet been achieved.
Vertical Component of Force
Taking force, vip positive downwards
rg j90 [ (T" _ T�)COS9 _ (T" + T�)SinQ] dQ
-90
_T� (cos9 + sinO) d9
-9
o
- 33 -
since T�(9)Cose = -T� (-9) cos(-9)
It is seen from figure 2 that the resultant of the other external forces in
the vertical direction is
F (1 + � sin(80 - �/4)){2
=' F (1 + sin80
Thus i1, must be the case that
ro JeQ T� (cosS + sinS) dS ea F (1
-90
+
A{\,ail"., the truth of this has only been verified by graphical integration.
Horizontal Component of Force /
- 34 -
Horizontal Component of Force
Taking force, \"2' positive in direction of tip of beam
-8
o
0, as required.
6. Volume of Beam
Total Volume VolUme of Edge Hembers + Volume of vieb
Q
0ae
1 1 1 J J T (r,Q)d9V (- + -)1. f (c) rdrf(t) fCc) a.
rO -80
-Q
T
ae
J rdr T (r,Q)dQa.
rO 0
+
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9
+ rtt) [ J
-9
ae
j rdrrdr
whe re are the limiting values of tensile and compressive
stress respectively, and t :is the length of the edge members, i.e.
a
1/2
2 (d9)2] dr+ r r.
a
= J f2dr
rO
t
r
o
(since on r = aee) d9dr =
There is, however, another way of calculating the volume of material
required, using the exp reasi.on *:
v
n
1 .L F .. u.e "J. .... J.
hI
F. ·r.
A J. ."'J.
(6.2)
( 6.3)
vThere F. is the external force vector at joint i and u. the corresponding
-v.L "'J.
strain displacement equations obtained in section 2.
To calculate u it is necessary to integrate the'"virtual displacement vector.
* Reference 3.
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With the force at the tip applied downwards as shown in figure 2, the
a-direction is that of compression. Thus using equations 4.1 to 4 .. 3
- e :: J2 [� (_ t �(}) ou.
I
(e29)� JT _L'0& - 2.e9 ?rr
I
[ii Q,9 ( 2""'� & )]-+ 2v
-112 <au
I
Vz �I Vi Ifl:: ( +o- f --
2 ., 'De- z: 'Or 2. r
E(i(J -L Ov-I
I
�-:: .,. III
B� fiB 00{.
,
=) {;i /' fa \l"
J
(; J ) OIJ
J
. 1:' (e -29)l; ]E :: o- f -o� 'Te9 0;
1
[ _�
-&
(��) ]+ 2lA e
J2 J OU- / lfi olrl � I:: u,+ - .-1
2. ,..
- -
o� 2 or 2.. T
OtA.
I
-Ou
J I
.J_ - - lr :: J2 E.,.. aS
-
• • ell-
_
,
..L ,OV-) o\j} 1
- t t
(ft.
Vir ue 'OT
- . -
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Let .. (u,v) be the physioal displacement veotor referred to polar
ooordinates (r,9). Then (see figure 4),
u' = J2 (u _ v)2 v' K.. 2 (u + v)
1. (OU _ OV) _ (OU _ OV) _ (u + v) =: 2 er d9 09 or or r r
1. (OU + OV) + (ou + OV) _ (.:!! _ V) a 2er 09' 09 or or r r
1 ou OV .Y. 2€--+ - - =
r 09 or r
i.e ..
1 ov au u
0
09
+
or
+ ::
r r
The symmetr,y of the spiral l�out demands a solution independent of e
•
• • U ::
where, for u = v = 0 at the origin k2 � 0
(lim rlogr = 0)­
r70
Vi
. As a check it may be shown that ea.� = 0
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1 -9
9
( -e (+ rlog(kl1')2€) (_ ; ; ) )( 2 )
,( )
(
( e29J�1
)
( 1 -9 ( + log(klr)2e + 2e)(� )( + - e )2
1 ( )
="2 ( )( -9 i )( 1 9 (rlOg(klr)2e)(� ; )
�I'" ,) )
(
- - e )2
( )
( )
( »: )
(
1 9 (-lOg(k1r)2e _ 2e)(� [e-29]�_) )+ - e( - 2 )
o.
Thus u
""
(u,v)
The part of v proportional to I' (i.e. 2erlogkl) describes a pure
rotation and ITklY be ignored
•• u (0, 2 erlogr)
The tangential forces at the root circle, integrated round the
circw�ference (on which u
'"
forces contribute nothing to
is constant) must equal Fa/rO•
n
'\"1 F., u.
L...J ",,1. "'1.
The radial
..
.. ..
F .. u .
... 1. '-1.
Fa
2Faloga - 2 -. rologro1'0 .
.
1
a
.2Fa og x:-
o
( 6.4)
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n
rrhc con t.r-Lbu t i.on to �
i=l
the root applied to tho od{,;p members is obviously zero. Also
from the tip load and the loads at
l T rdG rO p (Tf3 rr ) dG 02 +r 0..
-8 -9
0 0
(1' " 1'01 s i.ncc rrp, (9) -'[' (-8).. CL
n
. . T,
"'1.
o1·', .
,_;i
'I'hun from cCluaLions 6.3 to 6.5
v " (Falog .s, ),
rO
Cornpar:inc equations Cl.G and s,r , and equating' coef'f'Lc ien t.e of
1
r
c
f
c
are arbitrary)(\'lhich may bo done; cince and
(6.5)
(6.6)
The first equation is obvioUB� satisfied sinoe Ta(r,Q) - -T�(r,-e) and the
limits of Q are symmetrical about 9 = O. The second implies that I
As before, due to the difficulty of evaluating the integral analyticallYIl
this result has,not been verified�
Considerable mathematioal oomplerl ty has arisen in dealing with what is
basi_oally a simple lqout and a simple loading oaee , which suggests tJ.'J.at
analytioal solutions ot more complioated_ problema ma,y be well nigh :i.mpossible
..
-
to oh-ta-in" A :more realis-tic approach to the problem of. optimum layouts,
lindting the number of possible framework nodes and members has been developed
by Hemp and Chan (referenoe 5)& They have demonstrated that such frameworks
axe Michell structures in the sense that they satisfy the Michell strain
ori terion when the only strains conafdez-ed are those between possible framework
,-
ncdes , and it seems likely tha.t a framework derived i1'1 this way "Iltlould not differI
markedly in appearance or weight from a. framework whose members formed a. straight
I
line approximation to the curves of the exact solution, given that the number of
joints was the same in both caseso In view of this there is no point in
I
at-bempting numerical solutions of the layout equati�ns as the method of
reference 5 is simpler",
There is also the problem of relating the Miohell structure to something
which i,t is practical to manufacture and, once this has been done, manufacturing
to tolerances which can accommoda-te the large range of internal Loada.ng , shown
in figu.re 3, without. adding excessively to the overall weight .. (In this
pari;icular case , the range of internal loading is a feature of the external load
system rathel" than the optdraum layout and any' practical fu.lly-stressed desf.gn
wou.1d encounter si.m..ilar difficulties)., It seems possible that once the
various �pproximations involved (a.) solving the mathematical problem and (b)
marmf'a.ctu:r:ing a :practical si;rllcture have been appliedf the a.d:vanta.ge over
- 42 -
conventional designs m� be lost. However, as other researohes
out, a knowledge of the optimum is desirable, if only as a basis
I
have pointed
I
on whibh to
i
assess the merits of other designse
The theory itself is unsatisfactory in that it deals only wi. th pili jointed
I
frameworks, a very limited class of structure: nor is the framework
, necessarily the lightest structure. It has been shown by Richards and Chan
(reference 6) that certain limit designs of plates m� be as light as, or
lighter than, corresponding optimum plane frameworks, and in some cases mlzy" be
elastic designs also. However, the design of such plates is based on the
corresponding optimum frameworks t so that the Michell Theorem is still
fundamental.
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APPENDIX
Alternative Derivation of Equations of Lgyout Lines
Although it is not alw�s possible to diagonalise an asymmetric second
order tensor by a real transformation, there still exist, in 2-dimensional
space, two perpendicular directions referred to which the principal diagonal
components are extremad
Consider the arbitrary tensor Aij and the vector Li: form the scalar
A. defined by:-
(A.l)
(where glm L1 L
m
"" square of magnitude of Li)
The maxima and minima of A. are given by
eLi. iTherefore, using the fact that = 6 ,
eLk k
- 45 -
•
. ..
..
.. ..
with a further change of index
e
.. .. (A.2)
s'i.nce is symmetric.
Thus the maxima and minima of A are the solutions of the determinantal
equation:-
(A.3)
where �j is the symmetric part of Aij•
The directions along which the extreme occur are defined by the unit
vectors
i
_L (Kl
say, obtained from equation A.2. In an N-dimensional space there are N
orthogonal vectors, even if equation A.3 has repeated roots.
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The significance of this is that the tensor used to prove Michell's Theorem
i Ijneed not be symmetric because the quantity �j t (K) (K) possesses two
extremes in a:ny case: the only difference is that whereas if Aij is symmetric,
if A
ij
is asymmetrio this is not necessarily the case,
as will be seen.
The condition that the tensor A.. from the symmetrio part of �. . (the
l.J l.,J
compatibili ty of strain condition) is more complicated than the condition. that
Aij simp�'be of the fo� � ..•. l.,J This latter oondition mq be expressed as:-
•••• (A.4)
I
The layout lines must coincide everywhere with the principal dirictions of the
symmetric part of A... As before the se are used to define an ip. f3 coordinatel.J !
system for which the fundamental tensor is
ga.(3 I: [A,
2 01
o �2J
From equation A.l, since Li coincides with one of the coordinate directions:
"-(I) =
- 41 -
It is required that A(I) - -A(2)
I
... e, say, a constant
i
I
•
• • �1 ...
2
eA ,
2
�2 !:II -eB
I
i
constr�nts on the
!
.
The optimisation process does not impose any additional
values of the off-diagonal components: however it is necess� to examine thes�
I
components to see What constraints, if any, arise as a result of referring
!
them to the a - � coordinate system defined above.
Rewrite equation A.2 as :-
i
- 'Agij. 1 (K) ... 0
Take the inner product of this equation with Tj •JJ (M). now the vectors
i
vectors L (K) and
i
1 (M) are orthogonal and so:
i j
gij 1 (K) 1 (M)
.. 0
•
. �
i j i j (_j)Aij 1 (K) 1 (M) = - Aji L (K) 1 (M) K T M
or, dividing by
1 1
[ glm 1l (x) 1m(K)]2'. [gZm 1t (M) 1m (M)] 2' ,
Aij 1
i
(K) L
j
(M) ... - Aji 1
i
(K) lj(M)
Quantities of the t;ype Aij L \K) 1 j (M) are simply the off-diagonal
physical components of the tensor �j referred to a set of coordinate curves
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to which the veotors l�(K) are everywhere·tangent i.e. the � - � ooordinate
system. These physical components differ from the actual tensor oomponents by
a factor which is the same for both �j and Aji• Therefore when the tensor
A.. is referred to the ooordinate system a - � a
�J
(j 1= i)
Subject to this limitation the off-diagonal components may take on any
values ..
Let �2 == - A2l ... f(a,�)
The tensor Aij is thus, in matrix form:
f(at�)
-f(a,�) 2-eB
It is required to examine the oonditions under which such a tensor will
satisfy equation A.4. There are two independent equations viz:
(A.6)
(A.7)
In general,
� [t)... k - 5ox ikJ
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, .
• •
= :� (eA2) - i ��..A2 - (�l +[12) i :-0
Substituting in A.6 gives
•
• •
1 oA 1 of(o.,@)2e. B 013 + Al3 00.
1 0
2 f(o.,l3) -;- (Al3) ... 0
"
(AB) 00.
•
• • 2 loA l(f(a.,@»,
,
e. B 013
+
Oa AB
.. 0 (A.a)
Similarly from equation A.7, "
1 as l (f(a.,@» ... 02e A a<i" + 0(3 � (A.9)
- 50 ...
Differentiate A.a w.r.t. � and A.9 w.r.t. � to obtain, on subtrsctingl-
o (1 oA\o� B �·I _
1.. (1 OB) IIIO� A 00. o
This equation, combined with the equation (on page 13)
.. o
gives equations 2.1.
SUbstituting from 2.1 in the above equations:-
•
• • f = kAB, k a constant
The tensor A.. is thus
1J
e k
with physical components
-k -e
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